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Mavourneen

I hear your voice, Mavourneen, through the shadows dim and far,
I see your smiles, Mavourneen, as the glistening sunbeams are;
'Tis in my dreams they come to me, and sweet the joy they bring,
But with the dawn they flee from me, and they leave me sorrowing.

'Tis bitter rue, Mavourneen, the longing and the pain
That will not cease, Mavourneen, till I see your face again.
If I could have my will with you, I'd reach across the sea,
My spirit-hands would hold you, dear, and bring you home to me!

JAMES KING DUFFY
To Earle Tuckerman

Mavourneen
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I hear your voice, Mavourneen, thro' the shadows dim and far,
I see your smiles, Mavourneen, as the glinting sunbeams are;
'Tis
in my dreams they come to me, and sweet the joy they bring,
But with the dawn they flee from me, and they leave me sorrowing,
They leave me, Ma - vour - neen!

accel. molto
Tempo I°

'Tis bitter rue, Ma-vour-neen, the

long-ing and the pain That will not cease, Ma-

vour-neen, till I see your face a-gain. If

I could have my will with you, I'd
reach across the sea,

My spirit hands would hold you, dear, and

bring you home, home to me! Mar -

your - neen!
Songs by MARY HELEN BROWN

There lies the warmth of summer. (Es liegt der heisse sommer)—High in G (D to G) Low in E (B to E)  
Like Stars in Heaven.  
Love Song—Medium in F (C to F)  

Love's Way—Medium in D (D to F)  
Song of the Cup. Drinking Song—Low in D (A to D)  
Spring Greeting—Waltz Song with Violin ad lib.—High in A (E to A)  

A Plaint  
To a hidden Violet
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